
Aquarius ~ Uranus ~ 11th House 

Embrace your uniqueness! 
Time is much too short 

to be living someone else's life. 
~ Unknown ~ 

Aquarius 
      Represents:  
     

•Hopes  
•Wishes  
•Technology  
•Electrical Connections  
•Lightning  
•Sudden Clarity  
•Surprises  
•Intuition  
•Awakening  
•Detachment/Objectivity  
•Our Etheric Body  
•Experimentation  
•Inventions or Inventive  
•Spirit  
•Freedom  
•Humanitarian Concerns  
•Community 
•Eccentricity 
•Unconventionality  
•Following Your Heart's Desire  
•The "Big Picture" 
•The Human Race - Undivided 
•Larger World View  
•Tools of Divination (Astrology,  
   Tarot, Numerology etc.)  
•Groups  
•Networking  
•Direct Communication  
•Platonic Love  
•Friends   
   

Body: 
    
•Ankles 
•Calves  
•Circulation 
•Cramps & Spasms 
•Varicose Veins  

Aquarius Challenges:  
        

•Not practicing the theory of "Let go & let God!" can result in nervous tension,  
                swelled ankles, circulation problems & craving sugar 
•Nervousness represents fear, anxiety, struggle, rushing, not trusting the process 
•Ankles represent the ability to receive pleasure  
•Problems with the ankles represent inflexibility & guilt  
•Swelling represents being stuck in your thinking; clogged, painful ideas 
•Circulation represents the ability to feel & express emotions in a positive way 
     

Aquarius Highlights: 
      

•This month's focus supports expressing your innate uniqueness, on all levels.  
•It is also the energy of experimentation - try some new way of doing an old thing.  
•Try to get an understanding of the bigger picture, see y our connection to the whole  
                or work on planning your long-term goals.  
•Be flexible!!  
•This would also be a good time to hang out with good friends, make some new 
friends and/or try some group activities - exchange some energy - experience the 
flow - make those connections ~ it's a wonderful thing!! 
Create your definition of an Authentic COMMUNITY!  
•Uranus is the energy of lightning - that instant  
                illumination, that split second bright flash which  
                lights your way in the darkness, that sudden  
                realization of the obvious.  
•Also, with Uranus, the only consistent thing about it is to  
                "expect the unexpected". If you prefer routine and  
                predictability, this energy is the energy that drives  
                you crazy! But it is probably also just what you  
                need ... occasionally.  
•Uranus challenges the rigid structures in life that some  
                prefer and work so hard to create and maintain.  
•Aquarius is the energy of detachment and seeing the  
                bigger picture. It is crucial to realize how you are  
                but a small part in a huge play/production/ 
                Universe. It is equally cruc ial to understand how  
                much your small part matters to the development  
                of the whole.  
•Aquarius is about venturing out! Mentally ~ Emotionally ~  
                Spiritually ... and oh yes, Physically!  
•Experiment with new ways of thinking, acting, speaking  
                and being. 



     This month's wishes should focus on expressing your innate uniqueness, on all levels. It is also the     
energy of experimentation - try some new way of doing an old thing. Try to get an understanding of the 
bigger picture, see your connection to the whole or work on planning your long-term goals. Sometimes we 
get too bogged down in mundane matters and we lose sight of why we started doing the things we're doing 
in the first place. Avoid seeking others' approval, as most people think differently and may not understand 
your truth and purpose, which is none of their concern to begin with. Try seeing the positive side of     
EVERYTHING this month - even if it utterly sucks! Find the lesson and/or the blessing in it and release it 
back to the Universe. You may not be able to do it consistently for the entire month, start out slowly, one 
whole day, one whole week, etc. Be flexible!! This would also be a good time to hang out with good friends, 
make some new friends and/or try some group activities - exchange some energy - experience the flow - 
make those connections ~ it's a wonderful thing!! Create your definition of an Authentic COMMUNITY! 
      Uranus is the energy of lightning - that instant illumination, that split second bright flash which lights 
your way in the darkness, that sudden realization of the obvious. It's powerful and equally natural yet 
(occasionally) dangerous. You may blurt some truth out at an inopportune time and place. Or you may say 
what everyone else was thinking and, in the end, it was something that needed to be said aloud. 
      Also, with Uranus, the only consistent thing about it is to "expect the unexpected". If you prefer routine 
and predictability, this energy is the energy that drives you crazy! But it is probably also just what you 
need ... occasionally. I can assure you that the more you try to control and predict things this month, the 
more far out, strange, uncontrollable and unpredictable the Universe will make things for you. Remember, 
resisting the natural flow of any energy only increases its strength or the appearance of strength in your 
own mind. The best way to deal with this energy is to sit back, relax and watch. It is absolutely                 
uncontrollable. It is better to breathe and welcome the new and unexpected with an open mind and heart. 
Uranus challenges the rigid structures in life that some prefer and work so hard to create and maintain. 
Think of a time when you have remained in a situation just because it was familiar in order to avoid the 
uncertainty that change may bring, even when you know change may be for your Highest good. That's 
what is called remaining in a "known hell" versus venturing out in to an "unknown heaven" and you'd be 
surprised how many people live miserable lives simply out of fear of the unknown. 
      This month is about venturing out! Mentally ~ Emotionally ~ Spiritually ... and oh yes, Physically!    
Experiment with new ways of thinking, acting, speaking and being. Even if it doesn't work out, just see 
how it feels to be spontaneous or do something different for a change, it may be just what you need to 
jumpstart your heart and, certainly, your Spirit! 


